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● Description of Comparative Views
● History of Comparative Views
● Hidden features
● What we can learn from them

This presentation will cover 4 broad topics:
1. Description of Comparative Views and their defining characteristics.
2. History of Comparative Views.
3. Hidden features on Comparatives & their very practical purposes.
4. What we can learn from Comparative Views.

Comparative View are charming visual displays of geographic data popular in the 
1800s. They follow the arc of innovation in visual display of quantitative data, surging 
in popularity at the dawn of the 19th century, only to fade at the eve of the 20th 
century, as interest in data visualization dried up.



Four Criteria

Physical Geography, c1850, Black (left); A Comparative View of the Principal Lakes in 
the Western Hemisphere, 1832, Carey & Lea (right).

Many comparative views feature mountains & rivers. For this reason they are 
alternately called Mountains and Rivers Charts. A few feature waterfalls, lakes, and 
islands.

I define comparatives with 4 criteria: 
1. They must be arrangement to promote comparison
2. They must be a continuous image
3. They must be scaled
4. They must illustrations rather than photographs or schematics

They may be among the most unusual maps you’ve seen, but maps they are. I like to 
define maps as reductionist depictions of macro, micro, or complex ideas. With this in 
mind, comparatives certainly qualify as maps.



Playfair’s Influence

Chart of Universal Commercial History, 1805, William Playfair.

WIlliam Playfair was a late Enlightenment economist and engineer. He holds the 
distinction of having developed several forms of information visualization: line, bar, 
pie, circle, and area charts. Where we are exposed to these visuals daily (think of 
stock market charts (line graphs) and meteorological data (bar charts)), at their 
inception they were groundbreaking as until that point, data had been described in 
tables. He laid the groundwork for well known data visualizations by the likes of 
Charles Minard and Florence Nightingale; to be sure, his fingerprints are on the charts 
and graphs of the early to mid 1800’s, the Golden Era of data visualization. With this 
in mind, we cannot overlook the important influence of Playfair on comparative views.



Early Graph Style Comparative

Mond, 1798, from Bertuch’s Bilderbuch für Kinder

Bertuch published a multivolume set of children’s books at the turn of the nineteenth 
century describing the natural world. At the bottom of the page with the moon, from 
his 1798 volume, are three graph style comparative mountains panels (Earth, the 
Moon, and Venus). These together form the earliest comparative known, and the only 
one to show features from beyond this world. 

Note that the mountains are shown in a stylized graph form. The points on the 
comparative, rather than appearing as columns, are simplified mountain peaks, 
forming a fictitious range. This thinking was in keeping with Playfair’s innovative work.



Humboldt Changed Everything

Geographie des Plantes Equinoxiales, 1805, by Humboldt

Alexander von Humboldt explored the new world 1799-1804, publishing his findings in 
1805. His panels revolutionized how scientific data was presented by annotating it 
directly on the image or in margins corresponding to altitude. His new style of data 
display directly inspired the vista style comparative view.

Humboldt may have been influenced by William Playfair, a statistician of the late 18th 
century. Playfair revolutionized statistics by drawing his findings rather than confining 
them to tables or narrative text.



Vista Styles Influenced by Humboldt

Esquisse des Principales Hauters des Deux Continens, c1805, by Goethe (left); 
Hohen der Alten…, c 1810, Bertuch (right).

Inspired by Humboldt, Goethe compared mountains of the old and new world on 
opposite sides of the page in the first of the vista style comparatives. Upon completing 
his work, Goethe sent it to Humboldt who then snubbed Goethe by not responding, 
however this went on to inspire Bertuch to publish a similar comparative.

1. Departing from his previous graph style, Bertuch adopts Goethe’s vista style
2. Organized by hemisphere
3. V shape, with smaller peaks at the center



Vista Style

A Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal Mountains and Other Elevations in 
the World, 1817, Thomson & Lizars.

The vista style quickly emerged as the comparative view’s dominant form, influenced 
by the work of Humboldt, Goethe, and Bertuch. We can also suppose that the graph 
style put forth by Bertuch in 1798 was too abstract for readers who were only getting 
accustomed to the graphical displays like those of William Playfair. The fictionalized 
landscapes typically took a V shape with taller mountains to the sides with smaller 
mountains toward the center. Where the graph style to come some ten years later 
excelled at facilitating comparison, such was possible with this style, and the vista 
style excels in presenting the mountains in a plausible configuration.



Innovation in the Inter Years

Die bekannteren Hohen uber der Meeresflache in Transparenten Profilen, c1850 
(original plate c1821), Stieler (left); Principal Rivers, 1834, Society for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge (right)

The inter years, the early 1830s through the mid 1840s, saw cartographers 
experiment with how best to visualize the subjects of their comparative views. 
Cartographers shifted away from the vista style and toward the graph style, where 
features were illustrated as before, but explicitly serving as the columns of a graph. 

In Stieler’s Die bekannteren Hohen... mountain ranges are shown superimposed. This 
chart allows comparison between ranges (identifying the range with the tallest peak) 
and within ranges (identifying the tallest peak in a particular range). The lower-most 
panel compares peaks across the world, looking north, on the same scale.

In this SDUK piece, the rivers are shown in a wrapped graph, concentric rings show 
distance from a fictionalized central sea facilitating comparison of length, and rivers 
are shown as they are oriented in situ.



Graph Style & Compound Format

Johnson's Chart of Comparative Heights of Mountains and Lengths of Rivers of ... 
Africa, Asia, Europe, South America, and North America, 1860, Johnson (left), Length 
of the Principal Rivers of the World/Heights of the Principal Mountains of the World, 
1850, Cowperthwait (right)

By the late 1840s comparative views were solidly in the graph style and usually in 
compound configuration. Rivers were now shown flowing in one direction with position 
within the sorted display signaling relative length. Mountains, too, were sorted 
explicitly. The features appear across the page at regular intervals, rather than as if 
arranged by nature. This shift to regular spacing echoes the regularity appearing in 
other aspects of Victorian life, as the Industrial Revolution came into full swing. 

Many comparatives took a compound form where multiple features appeared on the 
same page. The compound form let the comparative format sing for its efficient use of 
space. On the other hand, the similar utilitarian efficiency of the compound form came 
at the cost of the gorgeous landscapes of the prior era. Again, this is suggestive of the 
times.



Shared Space

Eastern Hemisphere, 1865, by Mitchell (left); The World in Hemispheres, 1860, by 
Mitchell (right)

By the 1860s the comparative style found itself marginalized, no longer appearing as 
a standalone exhibits in atlases, they found their way into the corners of other maps. 
This is yet another paradox in the story of comparatives. While they were seemingly 
downgraded in having to share a page with another map, this was simultaneously a 
promotion in that they typically landed on the same pages as the most important 
maps of an atlas: the world or hemisphere views.

The consolidation of the comparative with an additional map is yet another example of 
cartographic trends mirroring those of other industry. As we saw with the conversion 
to the graph format and the compound arrangement, consolidating the comparative 
and world (or hemisphere or some other) view, is an example of the efficiencies 
sought by the newly industrialized 19th century world.

Where earlier cartographers filled the corners of their maps with allegories rooted in 
myth explaining the world, these post-Enlightenment cartographers used 
measure-based geographic illustration rooted in scientific observations to fill unused 
space and impart additional understanding of the world.



Technical Applications

Alturas de differentes Pontos das Provincias de Portugal sobre o nivel do mar 
arranyadas em Escala pelo Coronel Engenheiro Barao d'Eschwege em 1824, c1824, 
anonymous (left); Carte Hydrographique a Orographique de la France, 1853, 
Jeanmarie et C (right)

Applied comparative views served industrial applications. Indeed, the comparative 
view is ideally suited for displaying many points of data about Earth’s surface. In this 
case, the view displays the results of a mining survey and watershed.



Natural Features Provide Context 

Inset from The World in Hemispheres, 1860, by Mitchell

In designing comparative views, cartographers were forced to find innovative 
solutions to solve the problem of uniformly orienting geographic features. For 
example, Mitchell, in his The World in Hemispheres, depicted all western hemisphere 
rivers as flowing westward, to the left of the page. This posed a problem when 
showing the St. Lawrence and accompanying Great Lakes: to change the lakes’ 
orientation or not? His solution was to show the Great Lakes in their native 
orientation, albeit squished to conserve space, but reflected as if they were seen in a 
mirror. (Compare the upper and lower images.) Leaving the Great Lakes in place, that 
is to say not erasing them, promoted identification of the St. Lawrence.



Reference Points

Insets from: A Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal Mountains and Other 
Elevations in the World, 1817, Thomson & Lizars, 1817, Thomson & Lizars (upper 
left); Hohen der Alten…, c 1810, Bertuch (lower left, right).

Comparative views usually feature reference points, small illustrations of people, 
animals, buildings, and/or cities. These serve to aid the reader in relating the human 
scale to the geologic scale. They take on other roles as well and play a part in many 
of the paradoxes of comparatives.

In these examples, the Great Pyramids are shown in the inset to the left and 
Alexander von Humboldt on his ascent of Mount Chimborazo in the inset to the right. 
Both ancient Egypt and Humboldt were well known at the time; their presence is a link 
between the human scale, a human-built structure and a man’s ascent of a mountain, 
and the scale of mountains.



Balloons

Insets from: A Comparative View of the Principal Waterfalls, Islands, Lakes, Rivers 
and Mountains in the Eastern Hemisphere, 1851, Tallis (left); A Comparative View of 
the Heights of the Principal Mountains and Other Elevations in the World, 1817, 
Thomson & Lizars, 1817, Thomson & Lizars (right).

Balloonists at the turn of the 19th century took flying, originating some 20 years 
earlier, to true aviation. Some of the first people to leave the surface of the earth, with 
undaunted courage, they risked their lives ascending into the unknown, gathering 
information about the physical world. These flights were major news events, making 
them ideal reference points for the educated consumer of comparative maps.

The balloon flights illustrate the recurring supremacy of nature paradox. Where the 
balloon flights break free of natural phenomenon, gravity in particular, their flights are 
still dwarfed by mountains. Further, the altitude achieved is not complete dominance 
of nature; it several cases balloonists lost consciousness due to hypoxia.



Pyramids

Insets from: Length of the Principal Rivers of the World/Heights of the Principal 
Mountains of the World, 1850, Cowperthwait (upper left); A Comparative View of the 
Heights of the Principal Mountains and Other Elevations in the World, 1817, Thomson 
& Lizars, 1817, Thomson & Lizars (lower left); Johnson's Chart of Comparative 
Heights of Mountains and Lengths of Rivers of ... Africa, Asia, Europe, South 
America, and North America, 1860, Johnson (right)

Mountains Comparatives often show illustrations of the Great Pyramids of Giza. They 
are yet another example of an intermediary object linking the human and geologic 
scale. Insofar as Egyptomania was in full force as early as the start of the Victorian 
era, it’s hard to believe than any of the readers, members of the emerging educated 
middle class, would not be keenly aware of the Great Pyramids. Indeed, their shape is 
even reminiscent of mountains. 



Mountain climber

Insets from: Hohen der Alten…, c 1810, Bertuch (left); A Comparative View of the 
Heights of the Principal Mountains and Other Elevations in the World, 1817, Thomson 
& Lizars, 1817, Thomson & Lizars (right).

Mountain climbers appear regularly on Comparative Views serving at least three 
purposes:

1. Document human achievement.
2. Underscore the magnitude of nature.
3. Reinforce the preeminence of nature.
4. Relate human and geologic scales.

New exploration was abundant in the 19th century as mechanization and better world 
knowledge facilitated journeys to the most remote parts of the world. Humboldt’s 
record setting ascent of Mt Chimborazo, the the tallest peak in the world (by distance 
from the center of the earth), was remarkable for its daring as well as because he was 
the most revered scientist of his era. By appearing on Comparatives, it is yet another 
paradox--for the mountain climber glyph both celebrates human accomplishment, but 
also puts it in the context of nature. As great as his achievement was, he fell short of 
conquering nature, he did not summit. Further, the condor soars above him.

The mountain climber feature of Comparatives serves as a link between the human 
and geologic scales. Mountains are far taller than objects that pre-industrialization 
consumers would know--no skyscrapers, no airliners climbing over mountains. It gives 
context to the size of mountains; the Victorian reader, familiar with mountain climbers, 



has a point of comparison for the height of mountains.



Chronicling Exploration 

A Comparative View of the Principal Waterfalls, Islands, Lakes, Rivers and Mountains 
in the Western/Eastern Hemisphere, Tallis, 1851.

Like all maps, comparative views are a snapshot of the knowledge of the day in which 
they were drafted. These Tallis comparatives omit both Mount Everest and Victoria 
Falls, not surveyed until the mid 1850s, both the largest features of their types. These 
are among the most data-dense Comparatives showing 5 classes of physical 
features, wildlife, mountain ascents, balloon flights, volcanic activity, and cities.

These comparatives were prepared in anticipation of the 1851 London Expo. To 
demonstrate that the pieces carried the most current information as of their engraving, 
the eastern hemisphere piece shows Green’s balloon soaring to a height greater than 
Gay-Lussac (former record holder) and above the highest known peak. Taking some 
license, Tallis shows Green aloft above the Himalayas when in actuality he flew over 
England, perhaps because the Expo goers would want the excitement of seeing 
Green’s ‘conquering’ of nature.
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